
Threats 

Threats to Humpback whale numbers worldwide include: habitat loss; chemical and noise 
pollution; entanglement in fishing nets and lack of food. 

 

 

 

 

Southern Right Whale – Eubalaena australis 

General information 

Right whales are so named because whalers considered them the 'right whale' to catch, being 
easy to approach, swimming slowly, living close to shore and floating when dead to make 
access to their valuable oil, meat and whalebone simpler. As a result, between 1805 and 1844 
alone, about 45,000 right whales were killed and they came very close to extinction. They 
began to be protected in 1937, and currently the Southern Right whale is showing signs of 
recovery, being classified as ‘Least Concern’ in the IUCN Red List.  

Description 

Southern Right whales are about 16 metres in length and have many outstanding 
characteristics - a large head, which is about a quarter of their body length with a strongly 
arched mouth and huge growths called 'callosities' on their heads and rostrum (upper jaw). 
Whale lice - a type of crustacean - live on the callosities, which makes them appear pale. 
Southern Right whales have two blowholes and a clear V-shaped blow that is up to 5m high. 
Inside their mouth are long, narrow baleen plates on either side of the upper jaw. There are 
some 220-270 plates. Each one is up to 3m long, has fringed bristles and is dark grey/brown. 
Southern Right whales have a rotund body and broad backs with no dorsal fin and large, broad 
flippers. The skin is dark brown with white patches on the bellies. The tail flukes are raised 
when diving, which have smooth, wide trailing edges and a deep notch in the middle. They 
have the largest testes in the animal kingdom - with each pair weighing a tonne. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Distribution 

Southern Right whales are found between 18°S to 55°S, migrating between feeding grounds in 
the colder Antarctic waters where they spend the austral summers and warmer breeding 
grounds closer to the equator in austral winter months. Important calving and mating grounds 
are close to shore off the coasts of Australia, South Africa, South America and some oceanic 
islands. Multiple stocks of Southern Right whales are thought to exist and this species of right 
whale has shown considerable recovery since the days of commercial whaling, however there 
are still populations that don't appear to be recovering like the Southern Right whales off the 
coast of Chile.  

Food 

Their diet consists mainly of copepods, krill, mysids and plankton among other 
tiny crustaceans. These whales are skimmers and can be seen swimming at or near the surface 
of the water when feeding. 

Threats 

Threats to Southern Right whales include ship strikes, entanglement in fishing gear, and climate 
change. An emerging threat that has been increasing rapidly in the Peninsula Valdes calving 
ground and may eventually drive the whales elsewhere is parasitism by kelp gulls, which gouge 
skin and blubber from the whales' backs. 

How to differentiate the species in the wild?  

Looking at a drawing or diagram of individual species of whales in a book or online they seem 
to be quite different, but in the wild, covered by the water and often viewed from a distance it 
can be difficult to clearly identify and differentiate between species. 

 

 

 

 

 



Useful References 

http://cetus.ucsd.edu/voicesinthesea_org/species/baleenWhales/humpback.html# 

http://cetus.ucsd.edu/voicesinthesea_org/videos/videoHumpbackMeet.html 

http://cetus.ucsd.edu/voicesinthesea_org/videos/videoHumpbackAcous.html 

http://cetus.ucsd.edu/voicesinthesea_org/videos/videoHumpbackSong.html 

http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/news/humpback-whales-bottom-feeding-vin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7zNRAlnGbA 

Bubble Netting - Videos 

https://vimeo.com/112547406 

BBC https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8iDcLTD9wQ 

www.iucnredlist.org/  

https://www.wildaboutwhales.com.au/whale-facts/species/southern-right-whales  

http://www.whalefacts.org/southern-right-whale-facts/  


